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Executive Summary
Parkway Playing Fields is an open green space on the edge of Merseybank Estate and used largely by
its residents owing to its location and access. This report is an attempt to begin the process of building
a long-term vision for the space, in consultation with the residents of Merseybank. It is the first stage
of the community consultations which will assist relevant stakeholders to move on to more detailed
and targeted planning.
The objectives of this report are as follows:
•
•

Explore the current patterns in the use of Parkway Playing Fields
Explore the residents’ preferences for future developments

This report uses a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods. Two surveys, one aimed at adults and
one aimed and children were drafted and piloted, before being printed and sent to all households of
Merseybank Estate regardless of tenancy/house ownership status. An online version of the survey was
also advertised on social media and attached to the printed and hand-distributed questionnaires.
The most popular reasons for visiting the park are: walking, football, dog walking, use of playground,
socialising. Barries to using the fields were identified as concerns around access, safety and
cleanliness. Regarding access, barriers identified included residents’ lack of awareness and the
design/lay out of the space, as well as issues with a lack of pathways. The themes identified in relation
to safety concerns included many comments referencing dirt bikes that accessing the fields, broken
glass in play areas, poor lighting and lack of CCTV, intimidating behaviour, drug use and dogs running
loose. The themes identified in relation to cleanliness included concerns around fly tipping, broken
glass, dog fouling and an insufficient number of bins available for visitors.
Collected data strongly indicates that the residents have a positive outlook on bringing more features
as well as natural developments to Parkway Playing Fields. Overall, there is a strong support within
the community to improve the fields. Most residents agree or somewhat agree with introduction of
new features that are either man-made (77%), or natural (81%). The types of development suggested
are highlighted within the following graph and table.
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The residents were asked to share their concerns in relation to new developments that would be met
with resistance. The main themes appear to be focused on overdevelopment and reduction of natural
habitats. The consensus seems to be that the residents would rather see the improvements to the
walking paths and sports facilities as well as play areas rather than significant transformation of the
park.
As part of the questionnaire the residents were asked about their views on the future of the existing
play area specifically. The playground is known as a hot spot for antisocial behaviour, drug dealing and
gets vandalised on regular basis. Several residents have been raising concerns about the location of
the play area and that it attracts this kind of behaviours. Following the discussions with the ward
councillors and park management team a series of questions in relation to use of playground were
added to the questionnaire.
Through the survey 45 users of the existing play area have been identified who addressed several
safety concerns. The concerns mention unsafe location of the play area by a fast-flowing river, broken
glass making it unusable and unsafe equipment. The users of the playground also mention that the
equipment is unsuitable and that there are not enough features for either younger or older children.
Surveying age groups under 16 was done using a significantly shortened and simplified survey. The
under 16s survey focussed solely upon the second objective of the survey, to explore preferences for
future developments.
The survey data shows that the priorities vary between girls and boys, while boys would like to see
more formal sports areas, girls preferred areas such as adventure park, playground and
swings/hammocks positioned in a way that kids can face one another. The top 6 choices are
represented below as a total group and then separated by gender.
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Adventure Park

Playground

Bike Track

Play 3

Table Tennis

Gym

Girls

Adventure Park

Playground

Play 3*

Bike Track

Table Tennis

Play 5*

Boys

Bike Track

Gym

Football

Table Tennis

Adventure Park

Basketball

*Read Under 16s Survey section (p.22) for more information on proposed play options
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As well as recommendations on how we feel this consultation work might be developed further, we
would like to make immediate recommendations for the development of the area itself given what
we feel are clear and uncontroversial insights taken from this initial work.
How best to continue consultation work:
1. Develop and carry out a survey designed specifically for children, which can link demographic
data, explore respondent’s current usage of parks in general and how any developments
might integrate into their current use of local outdoor spaces.
2. In a similar vein, consult teenagers.
3. Further work should consult upon ideas which have surfaced within this initial work. Such as,
exploring the competing priorities of residents for the space such as maintaining a ‘natural
feel’ and other ideas which were highly rated within the survey, such as an outdoor
gymnasium and bouldering facilities.
4. All residents ought to be consulted again at an early design stage for any future developments.
Recommendations for the prospective development of the space given the consultation work already
completed:
1. Consider improvements to walking routes accessibility for those using mobility scooters or
wheelchairs.
2. Safety and cleanliness are big concerns for park users, it needs to be addressed and
continuously monitored.
3. Along with a clearly much needed update, consider moving the site of the current children’s
play area.
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Background and objectives
The Merseybank Green Group are a community-based charity made up of residents of Mersey Bank.
As an organisation we believe in the potential of the green spaces and natural resources of the estate
to enrich the local community.
Parkway Playing Fields is an open green space on the edge of Merseybank Estate and used largely by
its residents owing to its location and access. It is approximately 7 hectares and is owned and managed
by Manchester City Council, under the supervision of South Manchester Parks Team. The available
facilities include a 12-and-under play area (not in use since Winter 2021 due to vandalism), a MultiUse Games Area, a single football net post and a Basketball Half Court.
Recently, as a joint initiative between the Manchester City Council, The Orchard Project (a national
charity) and the Merseybank Green Group, residents of Merseybank were consulted and invited to
plant several fruit trees mirroring the round edge of the playing fields. The success of this project
inspired the Merseybank Green Group to consider how this forgotten space might be improved
further still.
As such, this report is an attempt to begin the process of building a long-term vision for the space, in
consultation with the residents of Merseybank. It is the first stage of the community consultations
which will assist relevant stakeholders to move on to more detailed and targeted planning.
The objectives of this report are as follows:
•
•

Explore the current patterns in the use of Parkway Playing Fields
Explore the residents’ preferences for future developments

The intended audience of the report are the Manchester City Council (MCC) park management team,
local neighbourhood officers, ward councillors, local community groups, as well as Merseybank
residents. We endeavour that this report’s findings will be considered within the Manchester City
Council (MCC) Park Management Plan.

Methodology
This report uses a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods. Two surveys, one aimed at adults and
one aimed and children were drafted and piloted, before being printed and sent to all households of
Merseybank Estate regardless of tenancy/house ownership status. An online version of the survey was
also advertised on social media and attached to the printed and hand-distributed questionnaires.
The survey was structured around an existing survey created and used by the MCC park management
team, using a mixture of open format questions and questions formatted around a 1-5 Likert scale.
The surveys collected data related to two things, (1) residences’ current use of the space and (2)
residents’ thoughts about how the space might be developed and used in the future. We particularly
wanted to highlight the needs of young girls and women when considering the use of our local outdoor
spaces, and as such a portion of the adapted surveys mirrored examples detailed within the Make
Space for Girls campaign.
Online and printed questionnaires were collated on the 31st of May 2021 by the Barlow Moor
Community Association. Demographic data of respondents was referenced alongside the 2011 census
for Chorlton Park Ward to identify under-represented groups within the initial round of surveys. A
second round of targeted surveying within the estate was carried out to target identified
underrepresented groups of residents within the initial round. Surveying under-16s was initially
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difficult, and so a more direct approach was taken of one-to-one surveying attendants at the new
‘Merseyfest’ family festival, held on the Parkway playing fields itself.
Quantitive survey results were input into an excel spreadsheet and are presented within the results
section using bar charts and described under each section heading which relates to question groups
within the survey. Qualitative survey results were input and analysed on Word, with a single reviewer
reading the data, collating the information, and presenting the identified themes related to the
question. Particularly regarding evidence detailing residents’ thoughts about future developments,
raw text has been extracted and presented under the given section heading to reduce elements of
researcher bias and provide an unedited sense of the feedback we received. Survey results of under16’s is briefer in nature, and results are reported separately following a more detailed description of
the adults survey results.

Results
Returned Surveys:
Survey
Round 1
Round 2
Under 16s
Total

Number of valid surveys returned
61
35
50
146

Demographic Profile of Respondents:
Gender
Male
Female
Prefer not to say/Other
Ethnicity
White
Mixed/Multiple
ethnic
background
Asian/Asian British
Black/Black British
Arab
Prefer not to say
Age structure
Under 16*
16-19
20-29
30-59*
60 and above*
Prefer not to say
Disability
One person in household
with a long-term health
problem or disability

Chorlton Park Ward (2011 Census)%
48.2
51.8
N/A

Survey Sample %
33.3
57.3
9.4

75.4
6.3

67.7
3.1

9.7
5.3
2.2
N/A

8.3
6.2
1
13.7

18.7
3.8
21.5
43.3
12.7
N/A

34.2**
1
7.3
82.3
6.3
3.1

23.3

20.8

*Aggregated age groups due to differing age brackets
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**Presented is the under 16 survey count as part of 146 responses including Rounds 1 and 2 and a
separate under 16s survey
Responses by Resident Location:

Responses by location
0
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Caldervale Ave
Riverside Avenue
Brandwood Avenue
Merseybank Avenue
Whiteholme Avenue
Newbrook Avenue
Princess Road
Woodlake Avenue
Darley Avenue
Freckleton Avenue
Rylstone Avenue
Buttercup Drive
Cavendish Road
Craigmore Avenue
Ennerdale Avenue
Golborne Avenue
Waincliffe Avenue

Current Use
Which demographic groups use the park the most and the least?
Excluding under 16s, the survey data suggests that the group currently getting the most use of the
Playing Fields are 20-29s, both men and women to similar extent. Respondents that used the space
the most were more likely to live close, either directly facing the space on Riverside Avenue or on
Calderdale Avenue.
The next group identified to use the park most frequently are men aged 30-39. Conversely, women in
this age range reported to use the space the least. Reasons cited by this group were that they had
forgotten about the space, poor maintenance and that they would prefer to visit other green areas,
such as Chorlton Park.
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The second group using the park the least were men and women within the ages of 40-49. Several
people within this demographic pointed out that their kids had outgrown the playground and that
there is no use for them to visit the park. Their comments point at poor condition of the park that
keeps them from visiting.

What are currently the main patterns in uses of the park?
The key patterns appearing in the collected data are:
•
•
•

There are more residents visiting the park very often or often than rarely or never
The median time that visitors spend around the fields falls into the second 30min-1hr bracket
Most visitors travel to the park by walking or bike, the small minority that travels by car are
men aged 30-39 who come to the park to play football. One resident travels to the park by
mobility scooter.

How often do you visit the park?
(adjusted, gender disaggregated)

How often do you visit the park?
(total)
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

25
20
15
10
5
0

0

Men

Women
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How long do you usually spend
around Parkway Playing Fields at
time? (total)

How long do you usually spend
around Parkway Playing Fields at
time? (adjusted, gender
disaggregated)

30
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

25
20
15
10
5
0

Men

•

Women

The most popular reasons for visiting the park are: walking, football, dog walking, use of
playground, socialising.

Reasons for visiting the park (total, adjusted)
0
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70

Walking
Football
Dog walking
Playground
Socialising
Other exercise
Cycling
Picnics
Basketball
BBQ
collecting fruit
Flying Kites
Gaelic football
Skating
Community events
Hockey
Netball
Running
Nature spotting
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Women
0
Walking
Playground
Dog walking
Football
Socialising
Picnics
Other exercise
Cycling
Basketball
Skating
Community events
Hockey
Netball
Running

•

10

Men
20

30

40

0

10

20

30

40

Walking
Football
Dog walking
Other exercise
Cycling
Socialising
Playground
Picnics
Basketball
BBQ
collecting fruit
Flying Kites
Gaelic football
Skating
Community events
Hockey
Netball
Running
Nature spotting

Comparing the responses between men and women, two of the most popular activities are
the same. Whilst women are more likely to make use of the playground whilst taking children,
and men were more likely to use the space to play football on.

What are the barriers for the residents in visiting the park currently?
Questions to identify barriers to visiting the park were separated into subheadings of general access
and awareness of the space, safety and cleanliness.
The themes identified in relation to general access and awareness included residents’ concerns around
mobility issues, insufficient facilities at the space, residents’ lack of awareness and the design/lay out
of the space.
The themes identified in relation to safety concerns included many comments referencing dirt bikes
that accessing the fields, broken glass in play areas, poor lighting and lack of CCTV, intimidating
behaviour, drug use and dogs running loose.
The themes identified in relation to cleanliness concerns included concerns around fly tipping, broken
glass, dog fouling and an insufficient number of bins available for visitors.

How do residents rate park cleanliness, maintenance, and safety?
On a scale from 1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent) the average total maintenance and cleanliness rating
is 2.04. On a scale from 1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent) the average total safety rating is 2.3. On
average women rated safety lower than men: 2.24 (women) and 2.48 (men).
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Cleanliness and maintenance (%)
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How do residents feel about the park?
A word frequency word cloud was created to visually present the residents’ feelings about the park.
Some of the most frequently occurring words are ‘love’, ‘space’, ‘fields’, ‘happy’, ‘open’, ‘green’ and
‘better’.
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Future Developments
The second section aims to explore the residents’ feelings about any potential changes to the area.
The survey hoped to identify the following:

• How do different groups of residents’ welcome changes to the fields?
• What types of developments are welcomed by various groups of residents?
• What types of developments are likely to meet resistance from residents?
• What should be the future of the existing play area?
To conclude this section in the survey the residents were asked to leave comments specifically in
relation to an area of the field that ‘feel tired’. This style of questioning was used as a means of opening
discussion about the general improvements to the park. The core themes we have picked out were in
relation to improvements to children’s play area, improvements to MUGA and football pitch, barriers
between Princess Parkway and Playing Fields, more activities required for youth and young adults,
more natural/green features, signage. The comments have been extracted and are reported in their
entirety within Box 1.
Box 1. Open text response to the question “What area of the park do you think ‘feels tired’?”
“Playground”
“The basketball pitch is not fit for purpose, although child-safe grounds would make more
appealing for younger users. The children’s play area does not look well-tended and could
certainly be made more child-friendly.”
“It would actually be nice to have updated play equipment, maybe something based around
nature.”
“Improve cycling links through the fields, linking the Princess Parkway cycleways to the estate, by
widening and resurfacing the track and removing the blind corner.”
“Yes, some bits need updating and making more use of the area.”
“Nice to have a pathway thru the fields from the Mersey to the estate.”
“Tennis Courts and the sports bits majorly need re doing.”
“Along the path some nice planting landscaping and flowers.”
“Better fencing and gates.”
“Some nice signage and maps.”
“The basketball court and playground would do with a revamp.”
“Particularly the basketball courts, access fences and tarmac MUGA area. CCTV might be useful
to deter vandalism.”
“The football cage needs updating, my son's and friends played there from 5yrs old, they're now
29/30yrs old.”
“The park facilities could be improved and made into a bigger space.”
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“The sports facilities, walkway and play area.”
“It's not tired its nature, it's wildlife friendly and it must stay like this.”
“Basketball court needs resurfacing play area need re designing to include a wider range of
children its very basic and either too small or too big for children. More benches sitting on the
floor in the rain while “I wouldn't say the area looks or feel tired. It is possible painting the
railings might help make it look brighter. I feel the playing field looks as most fields should and is
amazing considering proximity to city and housing.”
“Football and basketball court, children play area.”
“It would be great to see investment for the community.”
“Poor facilities put people off.”
“The fencing, gate towards water park, sports facilities and playground feel really tired. There
are holes in the surface of the play park.”
“Basketball area, football area and playground need improvement.”
“The sports cage, the basketball pitch.”
“Children's playground.”
“Re development is required on the playground.”
“Playground for children.”
“Maybe needs mowing more often.”
“Fencing between Parkway/Field. Need to stop cars/motorbike accessing Field.”
“There isn't much for young adult children to do apart from football, cage is always filled with
glass isn't kept on top of and it could do with more activities”
“The playground needs upgrading.”
“The uneven surface of the grass and the small football court.”
“Just seems a large space that sadly rarely gets used.”
“Better walking path especially along river from Chorlton to Northenden.”
“We should have greener spots and playing areas for kids.”
“Play Ground also in need of TLC.”
“More for the children to do.”
“Fruit trees.”
“More activities more flowers.”
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Do different groups of residents’ welcome changes to the fields?
Collected data strongly indicates that the residents have a positive outlook on bringing more features
as well as natural developments to Parkway Playing Fields. Overall, there is a strong support within
the community to improve the fields. Most residents agree or somewhat agree with introduction of
new features that are either man-made (77%), or natural (81%). Agreement with new features, both
either man-made or natural was also present from those living closest to the area. We have separated
a subsection of respondents who live on Riverside Ave, directly across from the playing fields, and
report the results within the graphs below.

I would like to see more features (sports and play
areas, benches etc.) %
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree or disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00
Riverside
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Total

I would like to see more natural developments
(wildlife habitats, nature walks etc.) %
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree or disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
0.00

20.00

Riverside

Men

40.00
Women

60.00

80.00

100.00

Total
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What types of developments are welcomed by various groups of residents?
In this section the residents were asked more specifically about the types of features/developments
they would like to see introduced to the park. We present the data on this question overall within a
bar chart below, and subsequently, results separated by gender and age range within a table showing
the top 5 most selected features within each group. This section of the survey also included an open
comments section and we have included most of the comments left within Box 2.
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Box 2. Comments related to the types of features residents would like to see.
“It would be amazing to have new features for the children, new adventure playground, orchid
with picnic tables, ones the kids can’t burn or damage, occasional park patrol to cover the area.”
“Better access to the river via stairs. Currently its a mud walkway which is unsafe and slippery.
Including a DC fast charger for electric cars can help residents and get more people into the
park.”
“Love the new trees, wonderful idea, helping community get fresh fruit in a few years!”
“love idea of canopy, would have concern over arson attacks”
“The long-term maintenance of any new elements is vital. the lack of this in a visible manner
leads to a mistrust of such future ventures amongst local residents.”
“This area is prime land for having a community hub, play facilties and also improving access
into nature.”
“Canopies would be perfect for rainy days.”
“Picnic / communal BBQ areas.”
“As long as everything is available for community use, and not for profit, then the development
proposals are excellent.”
“New playground, moved closer to the orchard so parents can supervise smaller and bigger kids
at the same time. Would be great to plant perennial gardens around the space to fill rarely used
spaces with life.”
“Keep as much green as possible.”
“I would prefer that the open view is still maintained with whatever changes are made so that
children can play safely in open view.”
“I like the idea of a climbing boulder, similar to the one at Longford Park.”
“Some walkways can get muddy and mobility scooter has been stuck in the muddy paths.”
“We should have more playing areas and improve the walking routes.”
“Picnic tables with chess boards.”
“Water fountain so people don't bring plastic bottles onto the fields. Cycle racks at the entrance
and close to the playground and sports facilities.”
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What types of developments are likely to meet resistance from residents?
The residents were asked to share their concerns in relation to new developments that would be met
with resistance. The main themes appear to be focused on overdevelopment and reduction of natural
habitats. The consensus seems to be that the residents would rather see the improvements to the
walking paths and sports facilities as well as play areas rather than significant transformation of the
park. We have extracted and report all direct quotes left in relation to this question within Box 3.
Box 3. Direct quotes related to new features residents would be likely to resist.
“Car parking or housing or any big areas of tarmac or hard surfaces... not good re flooding! Keep
it natural but usable, safe, clean.”
“Using the space to create formal pitches or concreted areas.”
“Development of current playground. It should be removed or resited.”
“The addition of new football pitches. There are plenty in the area already and no need at all for
any more.”
“More pitches, Astro turf and fences, car parks with bright lights in the evenings.”
“No more housing please.”
“Anything that's is for profit or anything that reduces the playing / sport provision.”
“Anything that would reduce the 'green' area or have a negative impact on the natural
environment.”
“More parking or anything that involves removing trees.”
“Building anything big and ugly on it we need fun and greenery.”
“Large built structures, as would spoil green outlook.”
“Buildings!!! (Flood Plain)”

What should be the future of the existing play area?
As part of the questionnaire the residents were asked about their views on the future of the existing
play area specifically. The playground is known as a hot spot for antisocial behaviour, drug dealing,
bottle and gets vandalised on regular basis. Several residents have been raising concerns about the
location of the play area and that it attracts this kind of behaviours. Following the discussions with the
ward councillors and park management team a series of questions in relation to use of playground
were added to the questionnaire.
Through the survey 45 users of the existing play area have been identified who addressed several
safety concerns. The concerns mention unsafe location of the play area by a fast flowing river, broken
glass making it unusable and unsafe equipment. The users of the playground also mention that the
equipment is unsuitable and that there are not enough features for either younger or older children.
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All direct quotes from resident who were self-reported as frequent users of the play area were
extracted and are reported within Box 4.
Box 4. Direct quotes from self-reported frequent users of the play area.
“Broken glass always in there. Dangerous for the kids to play. The climbing frame is only suitable
for older children, there should be something for all ages, and better equipment, the equipment
down there isn’t much fun or excitement”
“It is tucked away in the corner and is often full of litter & broken glass from older people who
hang out there in the evenings.”
“On the whole the Council do what they can its just a shame the idiots keep smashing glass bottles
in there. When reported glass is removed same day.”
“It needs to be bigger. The playground at the water park gets so busy, it would be great to have
another. Monkey bars, helicopter swing, climbing frame or wall would be great.”
“I feel it needs to be updated and made more safely and more for children to play on.”
“There is often broken glass and the equipment could be improved. It is also in the corner of the
field that a Southway tenant uses as a tip.”
“It is really the wrong position for a playground. RoSPA even say when siting a playground that
the playground has to be in the right place so that children can reach it safely and easily without
crossing hazards such as major roads. There should be no environmental hazards (such as fastflowing rivers) affecting the site and it must be easily visible to ensure children's social safety and
reduce vandalism." It is not visible to any of the houses and is right next to a fast-flowing river.
Vandalism is common (weekly?) with tarmac pulled up and damage to swings. I've called the fire
brigade twice over fires that have been lit in/on it. After dark it is a location for drug
dealing/taking and worse. Several cars have been vandalised by kids congregating around the
playground and 'playing' - again reported to police. 3 Years in a row myself and my neighbours
have nearly had to call the police, ambulance over fireworks being thrown.”
“I've used the playground with my nephews and I wasn't happy to have them there due to issues
from maintenance, interaction with older unsupervised children and risk of harm from the
environment. There may be other valid users of the park who supervise their young children and
for who this is a good resource but I feel they are a minority and the use of this space is spoilt by
ASB. I also feel with the upgrade of the facilities in Chorlton water park (ice-cream and coffee
kiosks) that this is a far more suitable location for play (note the water there is secured with
fences). With the area plagued by fly tipping kids have been accessing dangerous materials and
substances (have witnessed this).”
“It's one of the worst playgrounds around Manchester, the surface is falling apart, filled with
broken glass and limited equipment for small and bigger kids.”
“My son badly damaged his foot in the big rope swing (Turtle shell). He’s not the only child to have
hurt their legs trying to stop the weight of the swing. These needs replacing. That’s was 10 years
ago and it’s still there!!!”
“The playground is near the river and in an isolated area. It would be better to have it more
central so that children are in plain sight of the residents.”
“
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As well as open space for comments, several questions based on a Likert scale were asked related to
the play area, the questions and responses are reported below within pie charts and a bar chart.
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13. 13. At some point in the future the play equipment will come to the end of its lifespan and need
replacing. How would you feel about the playground being moved to a different location on the fields
(this would only happen should funds become available to do so)?

(1-strongly disagree, 5-strongly agree)
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Under 16s Survey
Surveying age groups under 16 was done using a significantly shortened and simplified survey. The
under 16s survey focussed solely upon the second objective of the survey, to explore preferences for
future developments. Based on the consultation guidance from Make Space for Girls, the choices were
expanded beyond typical sports facilities to create spaces which would be not naturally dominated by
boys. Below is an example of one part of filled under 16s survey with options proposed by Make Space
for Girls.

The survey data shows that the priorities vary between girls and boys, while boys would like to see
more formal sports areas, girls preferred areas such as adventure park, playground and
swings/hammocks positioned in a way that kids can face one another. The top 5 choices are
represented below as a total group and then separated by gender.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total (Adjusted)

Adventure Park

Playground

Bike Track

Play 3

Table Tennis

Gym

Girls

Adventure Park

Playground

Play 3

Bike Track

Table Tennis

Play 5

Boys

Bike Track

Gym

Football

Table Tennis

Adventure Park

Basketball
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Limitations
There are biases that are present to an unknown degree that relate to the process of selecting
questions and formatting questions and bias related to the selection of respondents. Residents may
have been simply lost the survey or had been otherwise disengaged from the process. Those residents
who are less likely to respond to the survey may have different views which have not been gathered
here. Given this possibility, when compared to demographic data within the most recent census
related to gender, ethnicity, age and disability status, there seems to be a broadly representative
sample.
Further, presentation and analysis of survey data risks an element of bias due to researcher bias.
Despite this, we have endeavoured to present the information we have collected as neutrally as
possible. As such, we have included a clearly reported data using well defined scales and a large
amount of raw text where responses have been qualitative to reduce this type of bias.
There are several specific limitations we believe are particularly relevant within the context of the
report, mostly related to data from children. Firstly, we struggled to survey residents within the age
range of 16-19 years old within the ‘Adult’s survey’. Due to concerns about data protection particularly
in relation to children, we have not collected or reported demographic data within the under 16s
survey, as such, it is difficult to qualify how many respondents were teenagers, who are likely to be
within a key demographic of users of the space. Further, as the surveys for U16s needed to be
conducted quickly on sight during a day festival, we have not collected data which details how children
currently use the space and prioritised children’s opinions on the development of the space, even
though this data might have been useful.

Analysis
Given the limitations of the presented data, conclusions ought to be drawn carefully. Taken at facevalue however the data provides evidence for local common knowledge of how the space is used
currently by adults, as well as providing many creative insights into how residents of Merseybank,
including a portion of under 16-year-olds, would like to see the space improved.
We can see that a large proportion of the adults use the space to walk through, to walk dogs, as a
place to play sports, and a place to bring children. Residents are generally concerned about the
cleanliness and safety of the area, and these are key barrier for adults using the space.
There is an overwhelming sense that adult residents want developments in the space. The specific
types of developments are most likely related to how survey responders feel the space should
function, namely, as a place to socialize and enjoy the open space, as is evidenced by a high proportion
of people suggesting an increase in picnic tables, nature walks and ‘natural play areas’. Also rated
highly within this section were areas for adult sport and recreation, namely an outdoor gym and
bouldering. A request for more bins is also high on the list. It is difficult to consider whether this is due
to the overall perception of poor cleanliness in the area due to factors such as fly-tipping, and what
types of bins are desired and where, whether dog-litter bins, or otherwise.
There is a host of usable and interesting insights regarding the play area, which are taken directly from
a reasonably sized sample of self-reported users. All written comments are extracted and reported in
full, all of which are well correlated with answers to follow questions answered using a nominal scale.
Further, most of these insights were reiterated in other parts of the survey not specifically orientated
around the play area. Generally, users of the play area are unhappy with the cleanliness of the play
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area and the perceived safety, related to the features within the play area as well as it’s proximity to
the river.
Data taken from under 16’s is limited, however, some clear differences between what boys would
want developed and what girls would want are clearly apparent. These differences might be explored
in further work in consulting children on the development of the space.

Recommendations
As well as recommendations on how we feel this consultation work might be developed further, we
would like to make immediate recommendations for the development of the area itself given what
we feel are clear and uncontroversial insights taken from this initial work.
How best to continue consultation work:
1. Develop and carry out a survey designed specifically for children, which can link demographic
data, explore respondent’s current usage of parks in general and how any developments
might integrate into their current use of local outdoor spaces.
2. In a similar vein, consult teenagers.
3. Further work should consult upon ideas which have surfaced within this initial work. Such as,
exploring the competing priorities of residents for the space such as maintaining a ‘natural
feel’ and other ideas which were highly rated within the survey, such as an outdoor
gymnasium and bouldering facilities.
4. All residents ought to be consulted again at an early design stage for any future developments.
Recommendations for the prospective development of the space given the consultation work already
completed:
1. Consider improvements to walking routes accessibility for those using mobility scooters or
wheelchairs.
2. Safety and cleanliness are big concerns for park users, it needs to be addressed and
continuously monitored.
3. Along with a clearly much needed update, consider moving the site of the current children’s
play area.
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